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ACCIDENTS INVESTIGATION DIVISION
CIVIL AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Aircraft Accident Report No. 3/96

Registered Owner:

PT. Pelita Air Service

Operator:

Pelita Air Service

Aircraft Type:

Lockheed Hercules L100-30 382G

Nationality:

Indonesian

Registration:

PK-PLV

Place of Accident:

Hong Kong International Airport

Date and Time:

23 September 1994 at 1115 hrs

All times in this report are UTC (Local time is UTC + 8 hours)

SYNOPSIS
The aircraft had arrived in Hong Kong on 21 September 1994 from Jakarta with an operating
crew of six plus an additional positioning crew of six. The two crews had subsequently in turn
operated flights from Hong Kong to Hanoi and return on 22 and 23 September 1994. After
returning to Hong Kong from Hanoi on 23 September, the aircraft was refuelled and the
incoming crew was replaced by the crew who had rested throughout that day in Hong Kong.
The incoming crew members remained on board to position back to Jakarta.

At 1115 hrs the aircraft lined up on Runway 13 at Hong Kong International Airport for take-off
on the positioning flight back to Jakarta. The initial stages of the take-off run were normal but
immediately upon becoming airborne the aircraft yawed and banked to the right. The pilot
took corrective action but was unable to control the aircraft which continued to turn right. As
the aircraft departed from the runway and headed towards the harbour the right main gear
briefly contacted the grass area adjacent to the runway. The aircraft continued flying at a very

low altitude and in a right turn until it crashed into Kowloon Bay approximately 500 metres
off-shore. Seven survivors were picked up by the rescue services but one died before arrival
at the hospital. The remaining five occupants were found drowned inside the aircraft.

The following causal factors were identified:
(i)

The No. 4 propeller entered the ground handling or Beta range shortly after the
aircraft became airborne.

(ii)

The crew were unable to retain control of the aircraft following this occurrence.

Nine Safety Recommendations are made.

1.

FACTUAL INFORMATION

1.1

History of the flight

The aircraft and the operating and positioning crews were deployed from their
home base in Jakarta, Indonesia, to Hong Kong on 21 September 1994 to carry
out a contract for Heavy Lift Cargo Airlines. The contract involved making
one return trip from Hong Kong to Hanoi on 22 September and another on 23
September to transport Vietnamese illegal immigrants in Hong Kong back to
Vietnam. The crew involved in the accident flight had operated the return trip
on 22 September and had rested on 23 September while the other crew operated
the flight to Hanoi earlier that day. When PK-PLV arrived back in Hong Kong
at 0935 hrs on 23 September 1994, the operating crew were relieved by the
rested crew for the flight back to Jakarta. The Commander who took over was
verbally informed by his predecessor that there were no problems with the
aircraft. The ground mechanic fully checked the aircraft and had it refuelled
to give a total of 45,000 lbs fuel on board.

With both crews back on board, the Commander started the engines at
1031 hrs. The start was normal and at 1049 hrs he used reverse thrust to back
out from Bay 78 to position on the taxiway. The Commander then taxied to the
holding point at Al, for a take-off on Runway 13. The time taken to reach the
holding point was approximately 18 minutes. This was partly due to the pilot's
unfamiliarity with the taxy route and partly to a delay of some six minutes to
give way to another aircraft. A map of the airport showing the taxy route taken
is at Appendix 1. During the ground movement, the Commander completed the
normal taxy and before take-off checks. He also gave a take-off briefing to his
crew. After a delay of 2xh minutes at the holding point, he was cleared by Air
Traffic Control (ATC) to line up on the runway behind landing traffic and wait.
PK-PLV was subsequently cleared for take-off at 1114 hrs, 2 minutes after the
traffic had landed. At that time it was already dark with a visibility of 9 Km.
There was light rain and the runway was wet.

The surface wind was

090°/12 kt. The Commander in the left seat was the handling pilot and both the
First Officer and Flight Engineer occupied their normal seats. Also in the
cockpit were 4 other personnel. The Captain of the positioning crew was in the
observer's seat and the positioning First Officer, another positioning crew
member and the Senior Purser/Air Loadmaster were seated on the bunk at the
rear of the cockpit. The other five personnel occupied seats in the passenger
compartment. The layout of the aircraft and the locations of the personnel are
shown in Appendix 2. Not all the surviving occupants of the aircraft were
wearing seat belts at the time of the accident. The only survivors in the cockpit
were the Commander and the two positioning crew members who were seated
on the bunk.

After the aircraft lined up on the runway the Commander held the aircraft on
the wheel brakes while setting 5,000 in-lbs of torque on all 4 engines. As this
power figure was achieved he made a check of the engine instruments before
releasing the brakes and applying full power. To the occupants of the aircraft
the take-off seemed normal, although two external observers commented that

the acceleration seemed slightly slow for a Hercules. When the First Officer
called "70 kt", the Commander moved his left hand from the steering tiller to
the control column. The First Officer made the normal take-off calls of " V/ 1 ,
"VR" and "V2'\ The Commander rotated the aircraft at VRand, after the First
Officer had announced "positive rate", he called for "gear up". He saw the
First Officer reach for, and move the gear lever. Then he heard "a high pitched
noise" from his right and found that he was applying left aileron because the
aircraft was banking right. Looking at the engine instruments, he noted that
No. 4 RPM was indicating higher than normal and that No. 4 Turbine Inlet
Temperature (TIT) was reducing slowly. The commander recalled his airspeed
at that time to be about 122 or 123 kt and he was by then applying left rudder
and full left aileron. The aircraft kept turning right and started buffeting. The
Commander tried bringing No. 1 throttle back a little to stop the turn but this
action had no apparent effect. He then called "Take action for No. 4", but
there was no confirmation that any remedial action was attempted by any of the
other flight crew members.

As the aircraft continued on its right turn at very low altitude its right main gear
briefly contacted the grass strip adjacent to the runway. It finally impacted the
water 500 metres off-shore in Kowloon Bay on a southerly heading, with some
right bank and in a nose low attitude. As the aircraft gradually submerged, 2
life rafts came to the surface and were utilised by the 7 occupants who had
managed to escape. Of these 7 survivors 1 died before arrival at hospital. The
remaining 5 occupants were later found drowned.

1.2

Injuries to persons

Injuries

Crew

Positioning crew

Passengers

Others

Fatal

3

3

N/A

0

Serious

2

2

N/A

0

Minor/None

1

1

N/A

0

.,3

Damage to aircraft
The aircraft was destroyed.

1.4

Other damage

None.

1.5

Personnel information

1.5.1

Flight crew qualifications
Commander

Male, aged 40 years

Licence

Airline Transport Pilot's Licence

Aircraft ratings

Hercules, DHC-7 and BAe-146

Medical certificate

Valid to 19 October 1994

Instrument rating

Renewed 31 August 1994

Last base check

31 August 1994

Last line check

25 March 1994

Flying experience:
Total all types

11,781 hours

Total on Hercules

3,949 hours

Duty time

1 hour 45 minutes prior to the time of the
accident

Rest period prior to duty

23 hours 30 minutes

First Officer

Male, aged 42 years

Licence

Airline Transport Pilot's Licence

Aircraft ratings

Hercules and CASA-212

Medical certificate

Valid to 11 October 1994
Limitation Correcting

glasses

required

while

exercising the privilege of this certificate

Instrument rating

Renewed 29 June 1994

Last base check

29 June 1994

Last line check

29 July 1994

Flying experience:
Total all Types

9,064 hours

Total on Hercules

2,570 hours

Duty time

1 hour 45 minutes prior to the time of the
accident

Rest period prior to duty

23 hours 30 minutes

Flight Engineer

Male, aged 58 years

Licence

Flight Engineer's Licence

Aircraft ratings

Hercules and C-160

Medical certificate

Valid to 24 July 1995
Limitation Correcting

glasses

required

while

exercising the privilege of this certificate
Instrument rating

Not applicable

Last base check

10 November 1993

Last line check

11 March 1994

Flying experience:
Total all Types

18,630 hours

Total on Hercules

5,599 hours

Duty time

1 hour 45 minutes prior to the time of the
accident

Rest period prior to duty

23 hours 30 minutes

1.5.2 Flight crew training
The Pelita Air Service (PAS) crews use a company in Singapore for
Hercules Simulator training and all flight crew attend a 3 day refresher
course each year. The course appears comprehensive with one day
being dedicated to normal and emergency operations at Hong Kong.

The training records of the 3 operating flight crew members provided
by PAS revealed that:

(a)

The Commander had attended the refresher course from 29 to 31
August 1994. Amongst many other aspects, he was exposed to
various propeller malfunctions and his report indicates that he
worked hard and produced a consistently high standard.

(b)

The First Officer attended the course from 27 to 29 June 1994
and was exposed to a wide range of emergencies including some
propeller malfunctions.

His report was poor and included a

comment that he needed to review emergency procedures. On
return to PAS, he was given unspecified remedial training.

(c)

The Flight Engineer attended the course from 8 to 10 November
1993 and was also exposed to a variety of emergencies including
some propeller malfunctions.

His report reflected a good

performance during normal operations but a weak knowledge of
emergency procedures. On return to PAS, he was also given
unspecified remedial training.

1.5.3

Senior Purser

The Senior Purser carried out the duties of Air Loadmaster for the flight
and had completed the load sheet for the Commander.

1.6

Aircraft information

1,6,1

Aircraft Particulars
Type

: Lockheed LI 00-30 382G

Constructor's number

: 4826

Date of Manufacture

: 9 August 1979

Certificate of Registration

No. 986 valid until 8 August 1995

Certificate of Airworthiness

Cargo Category No. 986 valid until 24
October 1994

Total airframe hours

15,223 hours

Engines

4 Allison 501D-22A turboprops

Maximum take-off weight
Estimated weight

155,000 lb

at time of accident
Estimated fuel remaining

123,835 lb

at time of accident
Vj for take-off

44,200 lb

VR for take-off

107 kt as determined by the crew

V2 for take-off

110 kt as determined by the crew

Estimated centre of gravity

120 kt as determined by the crew

at time of accident

24.8% MAC (within the C of G limits)

1.6.2 General description

The Lockheed Hercules is a land-based long range aeroplane. It is a
high-winged monoplane of all-metal construction powered by four
constant speed turbo-prop engines, each driving a four-bladed propeller.

The semi-monocoque fuselage is divided into a flight station and a rear
compartment. The flight deck is arranged for a crew of three, i.e. pilot,
co-pilot, and flight engineer plus an observer's seat for check pilots.
Both the flight deck and the rear compartment can be pressurised to
maintain a pressure equivalent to pressure at 8,000 feet altitude at an
aircraft altitude of 32,000 feet. For the accident flight PK-PLV was in
03 Passenger configuration. This gave a passenger seating capacity of
128 (Appendix 3).

The tricycle landing gear has dual nose wheels and two wheels in

tandem on each main gear. The nose gear folds forward and the main
gears retract vertically into fuselage fairings.

1.6.3

Engine Fuel Control Unit (FCU)

The engine fuel control unit is a hydromechanical device which,
amongst other functions, provides engine overspeed protection by means
of a governor and overspeed protection system. Within flight range of
operation the engine speed in revolutions per minute (RPM) is governed
at 100 percent by the constant speed system of the propeller.

If due to a malfunction or improper adjustment the RPM increased to
over approximately 105 percent in the flight range or approximately 103
percent in the ground range, the overspeed protection system would
reduce the amount of fuel scheduled to the engine to the minimum flow
setting, thus providing overspeed protection.

This flow setting is

equivalent to the flight idle setting at 100 percent RPM during the
normal operation of the engine, and would normally produce a Turbine
Inlet Temperature (TIT) of around 530°C when conditions had
stabilised. However, if the overspeed were caused by the propeller
driving the engine, the RPM after the fuel reduction would still be
determined by the propeller, but a transient TIT of 460°C could be seen
as a result of the fuel reduction.

1.6.4

Propellers

The propeller is a Hamilton Standard 54H60-117, variable pitch, full
.

feathering, reversing propeller with a 13* 6" diameter.

In flight

regimes, the propeller in conjunction with the control maintains the
engine at a constant speed of 100 percent (1020 RPM) by varying the
propeller pitch (blade angle) to maintain an on speed, 100 percent
condition. The propeller blade angle can be positioned by throttle

movements for ground handling and reversing. The propeller can be
feathered in flight for engine shutdown to minimise drag.

The two major components of the propeller are the propeller assembly
and the control. The propeller assembly includes the barrel assembly,
four blade assemblies, the pitch lock regulator, and the dome assembly.
The barrel assembly retains the propeller blades and pitch lock
regulator. The dome assembly is the pitch change mechanism and
contains the low pitch stop.

The control consists of two components, the valve housing, and pump
housing assemblies. The control is a non-rotating assembly located on
the rear barrel half extension between the propeller assembly and the
engine gear box. The pump housing contains the oil reservoir and
pumps to supply the valve housing with the proper hydraulic pressure
to vary the propeller blade angles. The valve housing contains a servo
governor and several additional valves that route the pressure to increase
or decrease blade angle based on an input from the cockpit,

The engine compressor and reduction gearbox are capable of absorbing
a large amount of power and the negative thrust that can be generated
is enormous when the engine is not producing power and the propeller
attempts to drive the engine as the result of a malfunction.

A revolving propeller has a combination of aerodynamic and centrifugal
twisting moments acting on the blades, attempting to twist them to an
angle in the Beta range, somewhere near flat pitch. If, for any reason,
the propeller hydraulic system is not able to resist this moment, some
form of protective or corrective action is required. To provide this
protection several safety features have been incorporated. These are:
Low Pitch Stop
Negative Torque Signal System
10

Pitch Lock Regulator
Safety Coupling
Information on the various features derived mainly from Lockheed
briefing material made available to customers is given below:

1.6.4.1

Low Pitch Stop

The Low Pitch Stop is a hydraulic, as well as mechanical,
latch mechanism designed into the propeller to prevent
operation below a pre-selected minimum blade angle during
flight. However, it will allow the latches to retract, and the
propeller to operate at lower blade angles when the aeroplane
is on the ground.

This mechanism consists of three latch type levers supported
by a wedge that must be retracted to allow the levers to
collapse inward, which in turn, permits the pitch change
mechanism to enter the ground handling or Beta range.

This device and its relationship with the fuel control unit
affects the basic handling characteristics of the aircraft by
providing negative thrust at touchdown speeds. Normally,
the wedges are only retracted on the ground by the pilot
moving the throttle levers over the Flight Idle Gate into the
Beta range. However, the wedges can be retracted in flight
by inadvertent movement of the throttle levers aft of the
Flight Idle Gate, or by improper manipulation of a throttle
lever in the event of a throttle cable failure.

11

1.6.4.2

Negative Torque Signal System
The Negative Torque Signal System is a "drag reducer"
designed to minimise the drag that is generated when the
propeller attempts to drive the engine to a nominal level of
-1,260 inch-pounds of torque.

When the negative torque reaches a level of -1,260 +600
inch-pounds, a plunger in the engine reduction gear box
extends and, through mechanical linkages, positions the
propeller feather valve in the valve housing toward the
feather position. This action results in propeller oil being
routed to the front side of the propeller dome piston causing
it to move rearward. This movement increases the blade
angle. The increase in propeller blade angle increases its air
load, thereby reversing the power flow and causing the
engine to again drive the propeller, thus relieving the
negative torque condition.

If the negative torque conditions remain stable, the propeller
blades will cycle about an angle that produces a nominal
4,260 in-lb of torque. The higher the true air speed, the
higher the blade angles will be and at high airspeeds they will
approach the feather blade angle.

1.6.4.3

Pitch Lock Regulator

This is a hydro-mechanical device that is designed to prevent
excessive decreases of blade angles in the event that propeller
governing ability is lost. It consists of two sets of ratchet
teeth which are spring loaded to the engaged position and
12

held disengaged by propeller oil pressure. Engagement of the
ratchet teeth - propeller pitchlock - occurs anytime the
propeller oil pressure in the Pitch Lock Regulator chamber is
not greater than the spring force that is attempting to engage
the ratchet teeth. There is no advantage in having this safety
feature operational at high blade angles or near the Low Pitch
Stop.

Therefore, the ratchet teeth are mechanically held

disengaged at blade angles lower than 25 ° and higher than
approximately 55°.

Loss of propeller oil pressure in the Pitch Lock Regulator
chamber occurs in one of two ways: first, if the RPM reaches
approximately 103,5 percent, the flyweights in the Pitch Lock
Regulator actuates the valve and dumps the pressure from the
chamber. The second way is from loss of propeller oil.

After the Pitch Lock ratchet teeth are engaged, the propeller
blade angle is prevented from decreasing any further. A
pitchlocked propeller operated in accordance with the
Airplane Flight Manual Emergency Procedures will continue
to produce thrust at 96 to 98 percent RPM until it is shut
down before landing.

1.6.4.4

Safety Coupling

This safety device is an engine component and should be
thought of as a "drag limiter". It is a one-way link in the
power transmission from the engine to the propeller. It is
physically located between the engine reduction gear box and
the torque shaft. It transmits positive power, that is power
from the engine to the propeller. This is accomplished with
a set of helical splines that are spring loaded to the engaged
13

position. As long as there is a positive power flow the
splines remain engaged.

However, should the propeller

attempt to drive the engine, the helical splines tend to
disengage. A reverse power flow level of a maximum of
1,315 negative horsepower ( 6,000 in-lb of torque) will
overcome the spring force holding the helical splines engaged
and cause decoupling.

1.6.5 Beta System

The power plant system includes a Beta, or ground operation system.
In this mode of operation there is a direct relationship between the
throttle position and the blade angle. The governor pilot valve is used
as a simple metering valve: retard the throttle and the blade angle
decreases; advance the throttle and the blade angle increases. On the
throttle quadrant, the Beta range is from just below the Flight Idle gate
to maximum Reverse. In this range of throttle movement, fuel is
mechanically scheduled to the engine for continued operation with the
selected blade angle.

Beta range is for ground operation only. Moving the propeller into Beta
range in flight will cause wing lift loss and extremely high drag,
resulting in dramatic loss of aircraft control.

Once the throttle is placed above Flight Idle position, the propeller
should maintain 100 percent RPM as engine power increases. If for any
reason the blade angle does not govern above Flight Idle, a proper
interpretation of the indications is essential. Misinterpretation can be
disastrous.

14

1.6.6

Throttle Cable system

The original throttle control cables were constructed of carbon steel
wires formed into seven strands; each comprising a centre wire and six
outer wires. The strands were formed into a cable, itself comprising a
centre 'heart strand1 and six outer strands wrapped round the heart
strand. This construction is identified as 7 x 7 carbon steel1. Some
parts of the cable run which are not required to pass over pulleys are
sheathed in an aluminium sleeve to limit the amount of cable stretch due
to tension and to make the thermal coefficient of expansion closer to that
of the aluminium airframe.

Throttle cables run between the throttle and the associated coordinator;
the main cable circuit runs in a closed loop from points below the
throttle quadrant and adjacent to the engine wing mounting. Both the
outward and return cable runs are tensioned by a cable tension regulator
which consists of a set of pulleys whose axes are able to move against
spring tension. The cable tension regulator is primarily provided to take
account of thermal expansion and contraction and maintains a tension of
between 35-55 Ibf.

A properly maintained throttle cable tension

regulator will instantaneously expand a maximum of 0.375 inches in the
event of a cable failure with the rest of the expansion occurring over a
minimum period of two minutes.

If the dampener in the tension

regulator has not been maintained properly, the regulator can
instantaneously expand more than 0.375 inches, up to full expansion.

1.6.6.1

Effects of Throttle Cable Failure

In the event of cable failure the release of cable tension may
cause:

15

(a) The throttle lever becoming partially or completely
jammed.
(b) Throttle lever movement not producing a corresponding
power change, or even producing a power change in the
opposite sense to throttle lever movement.

(c) An uncommanded propeller blade angle movement, in
either direction.

Mechanical interference between throttle and condition lever
cables may also be experienced and may produce unscheduled
propeller or engine conditions.

A throttle cable failure on its own may cause the propeller to
enter the Beta range.

1.6.6.2

Cable Defect History

The original carbon steel cables were found to be susceptible
to defects, particularly on cables passing round pulleys. A
Lockheed summary of the history of the throttle control
cables states that:

f

A review of the files has revealed that fraying in the areas

near the pulleys in the "horse collar" and FS245 were the
prevalent problem in the 7 x 7 Carbon Steel control cables,
A list that was compiled in late 1974 listed 18 incidents in
which engine control cables had broken, There have been
other failures since this list was compiled, however I was not
able to find reports of such, These incidents resulted in the
following series of changes being made:
16

(i)

The pulleys at the problem areas were changed from
aluminium (MS20219A3) to phenolic (MS20219-3).
The intent of this change was to minimise the wear of
the cable due to contact with the side of the pulley.
This change was made at aircraft serial 4459 in late
1970. [Note: PK-PLV was serial 4826].

(ii)

Larger diameter pulleys, 2.312 versus 1.438 inches,
were installed at the problem areas. This change was
the result of cyclic testing which showed a significant
increase in the fatigue life of the cable. This change
was made at aircraft serial 4645 in mid 1975. Service
Bulletin 382-185/82-370 was written to offer retrofit of
this change. [Note: PK-PLV was serial 4826].

(iii)

As a result of extensive life comparison tests of various
different materials and construction, 7 x 19 CRES
(Corrosion Resistant) stainless steel control cables
were substituted for the 7 x 7 Carbon Steel control
cables. These tests showed that the 7 x 19 CRES
cables have a significantly longer fatigue life than the
7 x 7 Carbon Steel. This change was made at aircraft
serial 4900 in 1981 as a product improvement. The 7
x 19 CRES cables became the preferred spares to the
7 x 7 Carbon Steel. All Hercules owner/operators
were notified of these changes by a letter which
included a cross-reference list of the new and old
cables. The details of this change was also published
in a Service Information Letter at the 1981 Hercules
Operators' Conference.

17

(iv)

Throttle and Condition Cable Replacement Kit,
3403328, was developed and offered to all Hercules
owner/operators in 1987. This kit was intended for
retrofit purposes only.

(v)

Due to reports from various operators concerning
excessive wear of the 7 x 19 CRES cables in the area
of fairleads and fireseals, more testing was conducted,
resulting in a material change for the fairleads and
fireseals. These tests showed that the main cause of
wear was vibration emanating from the propellers.
This change was made at aircraft serial 5211 in 1989
as a product improvement.

Service

Bulletin

382-76-11/82-632 offered this change to Hercules
owner/operators.'

However, the number of operators that retrofitted their
aircraft with 7 x 19 stainless steel cables is not known.

A comparison of 7 x 19 and 7 x 7 cables is shown in
Appendix 4.

1.6.6.3

Throttle Cable Lifing Policy and Maintenance
Requirements

The Lockheed policy on engine throttle control cable life is
that they are 'on condition'.

Under the L382G Series

Progressive Inspection Programme SMP515-C-55 the cables
are to be checked at 3,400 hour or 3 year intervals
irrespective of the type of cable, although different inspection
methods are detailed in Work Card SP-77 for the two types
of cables that may be used,
18

Owing to the lack of evidence to the contrary it can only be
assumed that the 7 x 7 carbon steel cables found on PK-PLV
were the original cables, which would have flown for 15,223
hours. Maintenance records provided by PAS showed that a
one time visual inspection (called for by SB 382-76-10) in
accordance with Work Card SP-77 was performed on
25 May 1987 at 9,757 aircraft hours with satisfactory results.
However, the periodic checks required by the L382G Series
Progressive Inspection Programme SMP515-C-55 had not
been carried out.

1.7

Meteorological information

1.7.1

General

A routine weather bulletin issued by the Royal Observatory, Hong Kong
at 0910 hours on 23 September showed that the area was under the
influence of a northeast monsoon. There was also a report of a severe
tropical storm over the western Pacific, centred about 870 km
westnorthwest of Guam and forecast to be slow moving. A few isolated
squally thunderstorms were forecast for the evening and rain patches
overnight. Winds were forecast to be moderate from the east,

1.7.2 Terminal Area Forecast (TAF)

The 24 hour TAF issued to the crew covered the period from 0600 hrs
on 23 September to 0600 hrs on 24 September. It gave a wind of
090°/10 kt, visibility of greater than 10 km, scattered cloud at 1,500
and 2,000 feet above ground level (agl) and broken cloud at 8,000 feet
agl; temporarily from 0600 to 1000 hrs the wind would be 140°/10 kt;
temporarily from 1500 to 0300 hrs the wind would be 030°/10 kt,
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visibility would be 4,000 metres in rain and cloud would be scattered at
800 and 1,400 feet agl and broken at 3,000 feet agl.

1.7.3 The Automatic Terminal Information Service (ATIS)

The ATIS broadcast was continuous and updated each time a weather
report was received from the Airport Meteorological Office (half-hourly
or special report). Additionally, if there was any significant change to
the contents, a new broadcast was made.

Each broadcast had an

identification letter. The Manual of Air Traffic Control required Air
Traffic Controllers to ensure that pilots acknowledged receipt of (he
current ATIS broadcast on initial contact. The acknowledgement was
recorded by entering the ATIS message identification letter on the
appropriate flight progress strip. Subsequent changes should likewise
have been made known to aircraft and recorded.

When the crew checked in with Hong Kong Clearance Delivery
Control, they were advised that Information Victor was current. This
advice was not acknowledged by the crew despite a requirement
published in the Hong Kong Aeronautical Information Publication for
pilots to acknowledge the ATIS broadcast identification letter on first
contact with the appropriate ATC unit. Information Victor, issued at
1003 hrs, gave a surface wind of 090°/10 kt, visibility of 10 km, no
significant weather, cloud scattered at 1,200 and 2,000 feet, temperature
28° C and QNH 1010 hPa. Information Victor was superseded at 1038
by Information Whiskey and at 1105 by Information X-ray which
reported the runway wet, surface wind 090°/10 kt, visibility 9 km in
rain, cloud scattered at 1,000 and 1,800 feet, temperature 27° C and
QNH 1011 hPa.

Although these changes had no bearing on the

accident, the crew should have been in receipt of the current information
identification letter prior to take-off. Perusal of the Air Traffic Control
(ATC) transcript reveals that ATC had not asked the crew for
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confirmation that they had received Information Victor, did not inform
the crew of the change to Information Whiskey and X-ray, and did not
pass the current QNH to the crew.

1.7.4

Anemometry

Surface wind strength and direction was measured by 3 distant reading
cup anemometers installed at the Airport.

The southeast (SE)

anemometer was located about 510 metres northnorthwest (NNW) of
Runway 31 threshold and was at a height of 12 metres above the
runway.

The northwest (NW) anemometer was located about 130

metres south of the Runway 13 threshold and was at a height of 10
metres above the runway. The Mid-Runway anemometer was located
about 480 metres southsoutheast (SSE) of the Aerodrome Reference
Point (ARP) and was at a height of 11 metres above the runway. Each
anemometer recorded the present wind, 2 minutes mean wind and 10
minutes mean wind and this information was displayed in ATC Tower
on a digital display.

Additionally, the crosswind and headwind

components were calculated, recorded and displayed. The strongest
wind noted over the previous 10 minutes was also recorded and
displayed. The wind passed by ATC to aircraft on approach or about
to depart was normally taken from the SE anemometer. However, the
readings from the NW and Mid-Runway anemometers were also passed
if these were significantly different. At the time of the accident the
Mid-Runway anemometer was unserviceable.

1.8

Aids to navigation

Not applicable to the accident.
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1.9

Communications
At 1029 hrs PK-PLV using callsign Heavy Lift 01 (HLA 01) initiated radio
communication with Hong Kong Ground Control on 121.6 MHz. The crew
were advised to contact Clearance Delivery on 124.65 MHz and were given
their ATC clearance on that frequency. They then called ground control again
• for start, push-back and taxy clearances. At 1111 hrs, as HLA 01 reached the
holding point at Al (see map at Appendix 1), the crew were advised to contact
Hong Kong Tower on 118.7 MHz. This frequency was maintained until the
aircraft crashed at 1115 hrs. Continuous speech recording equipment was in
operation on all three frequencies used, and a satisfactory transcript of
communication between the accident aircraft and ATC was obtained.

The tape recordings showed that radiotelephony (RTF) conversations were
conducted entirely in English and no difficulties in transmission or reception
were evident. There was evidence of some unfamiliarity with the taxiway and
apron layout on the part of the crew of HLA 01 but this was resolved by the
ATC Ground Movements Controller.

Just prior to impact there was an

involuntary transmission lasting 2 seconds from the aircraft. This transmission
was analysed by the United Kingdom Air Accidents Investigation Branch
(UKAAIB) in an attempt to establish engine noises but no relevant information
could be extracted.

1.10

Aerodrome information

1.10.1 General

The single runway aligned 1357315°M at Hong Kong International
Airport (Appendix 1) is situated on a promontory of reclaimed land
which is 242.3 metres wide and protrudes into Kowloon Bay. The
elevation of the runway is 15 feet amsl and the runway has no
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longitudinal slope. A full length parallel taxi way runs along the eastern
edge of the promontory and is separated from the runway by a grass
area approximately 69 metres wide. On the western side of the runway
is another grass area bounded on its western edge by a road and a sea
wall level with the road; the distance from the centreline of the runway
to the edge of the sea wall is approximately 110 metres. Operational
services at the airport, as well as the rescue and fire fighting services,
are provided by departments of the Hong Kong Government.

Runway 13 was the runway in use at the time of the accident. It has the
following physical characteristics:

Direction

135°M

Length

3,331.5 metres

Width

61 metres

Take-off run available

3,331.5 metres

Take-off distance available

3,444.5 metres

Accelerate-stop distance available

3,331.5 metres

Surface

The first 150 metres and the
last 91 metres are concrete; the
rest is asphalt.

The entire

length is grooved.

1.10.2 Lighting aids

The lighting on Runway 13 consists of lead-in, threshold, centreline,
wing-bars, runway edge and end lights. All of the lighting was on at the
time of the accident. The lighting had been subject to the twice daily
serviceability checks and was last checked at 0735 hrs on the day of the
accident when all lights except for one low-intensity edge light were
reported to be serviceable.
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1.11

Flight recorders
1.11.1 General
The Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR) and Flight Data Recorder (FDR)
were removed undamaged from the aircraft tail section after it was
recovered from Kowloon Bay. They were immersed in fresh water and
despatched to the Flight Data Recorder Section of the UKAAIB at
Farnborough for readout.
1.11.2 Cockpit Voice Recorder
The aircraft was fitted with a Fairchild A100 CVR configured to the
area microphone standard. From the audio information on the tape, the
CVR appeared to have been working only intermittently and the
accident flight was not recorded. No useful information could therefore
be obtained from the CVR.
1.11.3 Flight Data Recorder
The aircraft was fitted with a LAS 109 scratch foil recorder. The
following five parameters were recorded:
a.

Airspeed

b.

Altitude

c.

Magnetic heading

d.

Normal Acceleration

e.

Incremental time

The foil medium had been used previously before being refitted to the
aircraft, so there was old FDR information recorded on the foil.
Nevertheless, useful data were retrieved which showed a maximum
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airspeed achieved of approximately 133 kt, an initial heading on the
runway of approximately 135° and a right turn onto the final heading of
approximately 176°. Altitude resolution below 100ft was not possible
and no height information was retrieved. Normal acceleration was
functioning and did not show any impact. A graphical presentation of
this data is included in Appendix 5.

1.12

Wreckage and impact information

1.12.1 Ground marks

A 65 metre wide grass strip, running parallel to the right hand side of
Runway 13 was found to contain a ground mark 41 cm. wide and
approximately 100m long. The ground mark was a continuous track
starting at about 45m from the edge of the runway and curving to the
right in a direction similar to that taken by the aircraft terminating at the
extreme edge of the runway promontory. The location of this ground
mark is shown in Appendix 6. Numerous ground marks caused by fire
trucks and other vehicles during the rescue operation were also found
on the grass strip. These vehicular ground marks were parallel tracks
much narrower in width than the ground mark described above and they
started from and terminated at the edges of the grass strips.

1.12.2 Aircraft wreckage recovery

The aircraft wreckage was located in Kowloon Bay at a depth of
approximately 16 metres and was declared a marine hazard. Its position
is shown in Appendix 6. The main salvage operations employing a
crane and divers began on 25 September and ceased on the evening of
30 September, having cleared the marine hazard and recovered the
occupants and most of the fuselage including the cockpit, wings and tail
section.

The recovery was impeded by poor underwater visibility
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throughout the operation. During the recovery the wing was lifted with
the engines but without the propellers attached. However, as it was
lifted clear of the water the engines detached and fell back into the
water. Three engines (including No. 4) and three propellers (but not
No. 4) were later recovered.

A sonar search for the missing engine and the No. 4 propeller was then
conducted and within two days both were recovered.

Initial reports by the divers employed in rescue duties before the
wreckage recovery began indicated that the aircraft had initially come
to rest inverted on the sea bed at an angle of 45° to the horizontal but
with the wings parallel with the sea bed; the final heading of the aircraft
was approximately northeasterly. The tail section had broken off and
was located some 50 yards from the main fuselage. However, reports
made by salvage divers on the next day indicated that the fuselage was
upright and apparently facing east (see also last paragraph of section
1.16.2). The starboard wing appeared to be intact. The port wing tip
appeared to be detached. There was severe damage to the fuselage and
undercarriage. The position of the undercarriage indicated that it was
in transit when it hit the water. Since the undercarriage was operated
by screw jacks, which were not reversible, the position would not have
changed during impact or recovery. The manufacturer advised that the
time taken for the undercarriage of a Hercules to be fully retracted after
the gear lever had been selected was 19 seconds maximum with an
average of 11-12 seconds. Hence with a ground speed of 120 kts, the
aircraft would have flown a maximum distance of about 1200m before
the undercarriage was fully retracted.

Considerable additional damage to the aircraft was incurred during the
recovery. The recovered wreckage comprised the following sections:
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Flight deck.
Tail section.
The wings, with the outer sections, including the ailerons, separated.
Broken pieces of the rear section fuselage.
All four engines.
All four propellers, less blades 1 and 3 on No. 1 propeller.

Sketches showing the main parts of the fuselage recovered together with
some photographs of those parts are at Appendix 7. Sections of the
fuselage roof and of the rear compartment hold flooring remained
missing. The synchrophaser had been displaced from its mounting and
was not recovered.

However, its authority was limited to only

47-2 percent of propeller range.

1.12.3 Engine instruments and controls

The engine instrument panel contained eight instruments for each engine
(see diagram in Appendix 8). Three of these instruments were of a type
which retained the last reading when electrical power was interrupted.
The readings recorded were:

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3

No. 4

engine

engine

engine

engine

Torque

(in-lbs)

6,600

3,250

4,050

3,250

Turbine Inlet Temp.

(°C)

640

655

665

460

Engine oil pressure

(psi)

40

50

50

380*

150

150

200

250

Gearbox oil pressure (psi)

* The maximum allowable engine and gearbox oil pressures are 60 psi
and 250 psi respectively. The abnormally high engine oil pressure
could not be achieved mechanically and is probably the result of an
electrical abnormality during break up.
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The fire handles were found to be in their normal stowed position. The
condition levers and Nos. 2 and 4 throttle levers were in the fully
forward position; No. 3 throttle lever was approximately 2" back from
the fully forward position and No. 1 throttle lever was approximately 1"
ahead of flight idle position. However, these lever positions may not be
the same as those at impact because of possible disturbance caused by
the impact, escape attempts and during recovery of the aircraft.

1.12.4 Other observations

1.12.4.1

Altimeters

Altimeter settings:

Captain 29.92 in (equivalent to 1013.2 hPa)
First Officer

1.12.4.2

29.93 in ( equivalent to 1013.5 hPa )

Transponder

The transponder setting was 5327.

1.12.5 Propellers

All four propeller assemblies were recovered and found to have
separated from their engines at the aft end of the reduction gearbox.
Apart from No. 1 propeller which had blades 1 and 3 missing due to
impact with the water, all the other propeller assemblies had all 4 blades
attached. The propellers were returned to the manufacturer for strip
examination.
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1.12.6 Engines

All four engines were recovered generally intact and the suspect No. 4
engine was returned to the manufacturer for strip examination.

1.12.7 Flying controls

1.12.7.1

Flaps

The flaps were found to be in the 50 percent position. The
right inboard flap section had been damaged and the
aerofoil section had been displaced. However, the left and
right hand inboard screwjack positions were symmetrical.

1.12.7.2 Trims

The following trim tab positions were found:

1.13

Aileron

4.5°

up

Elevator

3.3°

down

Rudder

1°

left

Medical and pathological information

The Commander who was the only surviving operating flight crew member was
fit to fly. He showed no evidence of any medical condition which might have
contributed to the accident.

Post Mortem examinations were carried out on all the deceased personnel.
Although there was evidence of bruising on all of them, the cause of death in
each case was drowning. None had any pre-existing medical condition which
might have influenced the accident.
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1.14

Fire
There was no fire.

1.15

Survival aspects
1.15.1 Doors and exits
The aircraft was provided with 3 doors and 6 emergency exits.
1.15.1.1

Flight Deck
a. A crew door is installed to the rear of the flight deck
section on the left side of the aircraft. The crew door
was still in position, the jettison handle was in the
closed position and wirelocked with thin mild steel
wire and the internal/external operating handle was in
the shut position.
b. One top emergency exit is provided, this hatch was
missing and the jettison handle was in the open
position.
c. Two hinged windows are fitted to the flight deck, the
left hand hinged window was open (inwards), and the
right hand window was closed,

1.15.1.2

Rear Passenger Compartment
a. Two aft entry doors are provided, one located on either
side of the fuselage to the rear of the landing gear
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fairing. The left hand aft entry door was in place and
locked; the right hand aft entry door was missing, as
were the rear vertical and bottom members of its
surrounding frame.

b. One side emergency door is located on the right wall
of the rear compartment. This was missing although
the release handle was in the shut position and
wirelocked with stainless steel wire. Tests carried out
on the wire showed that forces of between 54 and 59
lbf were required to break it (Appendix 9).

c. Two top emergency exit hatches are provided. The
forward top emergency hatch was missing, and the rear
top emergency hatch was in place in the locked
position.

1.15.2 Flotation Equipment

1.15.2.1

Liferafts

The flight plan stated the carriage of 4 liferafts capable of
carrying 150 persons. In fact the aircraft had 4 liferaft
compartments, each containing a type F-2B 20-man
inflatable liferaft with a survival kit. Therefore the total
capacity of the liferafts was 80 persons. No emergency
radios were found in the survival kits after recovery. All
4 rafts had been manufactured in April 1993 and installed
on 1 October 1993; they were scheduled for an annual
functional test and inspection on 1 October 1994.

Installed liferafts may be ejected from their compartments
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and automatically inflated by operation of the liferaft
release system. Each liferaft is secured to the aircraft by
a rope to preclude the possibility of the liferaft drifting
from the aircraft after inflation. None of the survivors
reported deploying the liferafts, but initially at least 2
liferafts were available to the survivors on the surface. All
4 liferafts were subsequently recovered.

1.15.2.2

Lifejackets
The operator stated that a total of 135 lifejackets had been
provided on the aircraft.

However, only 2 valises

containing 43 lifejackets were recovered. The others were
presumed lost.

1.15.2.3

Others

The operator stated that individual flotation devices in the
form of flotation cushions were fitted. Although no seat
cushions were recovered a passenger on the previous flight
confirmed that these cushions were fitted and, indeed, the
design of the passenger seat make them difficult to use
without a seat cushion.

1.15.3 Emergency Locator Transmitter

The emergency locator transmitter (ELT) is an omnidirectional radio
frequency transmitter that emits a clear signal on the international
distress frequencies of 121.5 and 243 MHz. The ELT can be armed by
a control switch operated by the co-pilot, or by a switch on the
transmitter, and will activate if a force of 5 Gs is encountered.
Alternatively, the transmitter can be manually activated by placing the
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control switch on the transmitter to ON or selecting the co-pilot's ELT
remote switch to ON. An ELT antenna is mounted on the top fuselage
forward of the fin. An alternative portable antenna is also provided.

Both the co-pilot's remote control switch, and the switch on the
transmitter, were found in the ARM position. The ELT was due for
servicing on 1 Feb 95. A search of the tape recording of the distress
frequency 121.5 MHz at the time of the accident revealed three short
bursts of transmission at 10, 11 and 20 seconds after 11:16 hrs.

1.15.4 Seats and seat belts

The aircraft was configured with 128 passenger seats in the rear
passenger compartment and Lockheed confirmed that the rear
compartment was fitted with canvas seats which were designed and
manufactured originally for use by the United States Air Force on their
C130 aircraft. They were installed on PK-PLV, at customer request, by
Lockheed at Marietta in August 1979.

Seat belts, rated at 1500 lbs., recovered from the rear compartment
were in good condition and were dated after aircraft delivery. Labelling
on the belts indicate conformity with FAA-TSO-C221 standards.

1.15.5 Fire Protection

The requirement of the Indonesian Regulatory Authority is one fire
extinguisher in the flight deck and two in the passenger compartment.
A CO2 extinguisher was recovered from the flight deck together with
one from the passenger compartment.

These extinguishers are

considered suitable for their purpose. However, as there was no fire
this had no bearing on the survivability of the accident.
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1.15.6 Rescue Operation

At 1115 hrs, the Airport Fire Contingent was alerted of the accident by
the Air Traffic Control Tower through the activation of the crash alarm.
Although there were initial difficulties by ATC staff in providing the
exact location of the crash and in communicating with the rescue units,
the airport fire rescue launch, a catamaran, callsign "Thunderbird" was
immediately despatched from its berth adjacent to the Sub-fire Station
located near the southeastern end of the runway promontory in the
general direction of the crash location. The position of the crash site
was subsequently passed to the Thunderbird en-route.

The Thunderbird was the first rescue vessel to arrive on scene reaching
the wreckage at 1124 hrs. The aircraft was mostly submerged with the
tail section still above the water surface and some survivors were
sighted.

However, due to the proximity of the wreckage, the

Thunderbird could not get close to the survivors. Instead, an inflatable
life-raft was launched and this was boarded by the survivors. The
wreckage continued to sink and was fully submerged within a few
minutes of the arrival of the rescue catamaran.

A total of 7 survivors were rescued and helped on board the
Thunderbird by firemen within 9 minutes. They had all sustained
injuries and were transferred to a police launch which had by then
arrived on scene and tied alongside the catamaran. They were conveyed
by this police launch to the jetty at the western side of the runway
promontory and were brought ashore at 1141 hrs. They were given
treatment by waiting ambulance staff while awaiting helicopter transport
to hospital but one crew member failed to respond to resuscitation
efforts. Although a Sikorsky S76 helicopter was standing by on the
runway it was initially tasked with the search for the crashed aircraft
and was not equipped for stretcher case casualty evacuation,
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Subsequently another Sikorsky S76 helicopter had to be readied for the
purpose. By that time the police had cleared the road traffic in the
vicinity of the airport and had provided an unobstructed route from the
airport to the Queen Elizabeth Hospital (QEH), approximately 5.5 Km
and 10 minutes drive away. The decision was made to transport the
casualties by ambulance instead. In all, four ambulances were used.

ATC was unsuccessful in alerting the duty Port Health Medical Officer
at the Airport who should respond to such emergencies and an off-duty
Port Health Medical Officer was alerted at home. The duty Port Health
Medical Officer was later alerted by the Airport Management Division
and due to delay in transportation arrived at the scene after the casualties
had left for the QEH by ambulance. It was later revealed at a critique
meeting on the rescue operation that the telephone number used by ATC
for alerting the duty Port Health Medical Officer was that of the Airport
Clinic which was not manned in the evening.

1.16

Tests and research

1.16.1 Propellers

The four propellers were delivered to Hamilton Standard for
disassembly and examination. Propeller No. 1 has serial No. N237885,
propeller No. 2 serial No. N237765, propeller No. 3 serial
No. N237889 and propeller No. 4 serial No. N236010. Representatives
from the Investigation Team, the Allison Engine Company and
Lockheed witnessed the examination of the No. 4 propeller which was
suspect. The report on the examination is at Appendix 10 and the
following observations were made:
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During disassembly all settings and adjustments such as low pitch stop
setting, cam out ring index, barrel half index and dome stops ring index
were checked and found to be correct per Hamilton Standard manuals
P5059 and P5056 for all four propellers.

Incorrect part markings were noted on propellers serial numbers
N237885, N237765, and N236010, i.e. propellers No. 1, No. 2, and
No. 4 respectively.

The No. 3 and No. 4 propellers had sustained more substantial damage
than the No. 1 and No. 2 propellers.

Blade impact angles for propellers No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 were found
to be at 22° to 23°, i.e. flight idle. However, the blade angle at impact
of No. 4 propeller was 14° i.e. within the Beta range.

The No. 4 propeller was found to have been assembled correctly.
Component testing performed on the dome, low pitch stop and pitch
lock regulator revealed no discrepancies. The valve housing and valves
were also examined and tested and found to operate correctly.

1.16.2 No. 4 Engine

The No. 4 engine was bulk stripped and examined by the Allison Engine
Co. in the presence of representatives from the investigating team,
Hamilton Standard and Lockheed.

The Fuel Control Unit was

despatched to Allied Signal Aerospace Equipment Systems at Bendix by
the Allison Engine Co for examination. In summary disassembly/visual
inspection and testing of the Main Fuel Control found no abnormalities
other than corrosion damage consistent with salt water submersion and
impact during the accident.
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Nothing was found that would have

prohibited those units from operating normally at the time of the
accident.

The report of the findings of the engine and fuel control unit
examinations are contained in Appendix 11 and Appendix 12
respectively.

Sediment was found inside the compressor casing in a position which
indicated that the engine was approximately horizontal, and the right
way up, when the sediment was deposited.

1.16.3 No. 4 Engine Throttle and Condition Control Cables

Those throttle and engine condition cables recovered from the salvaged
wreckage and identified as coming from the No. 4 throttle system were:

Run

Part Number

State

Length Recovered
(inches)

T4A

371931-3

complete

161.08

T4A

371930-1

complete

236.76

T4A

371927-4

complete

115.44

T4A

371928-55

severed
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T4A

370918-4

severed

101

T4B

3719314

complete

181.20

T4B

371930-2

complete

205.25

T4B

371927-8

complete

143.91

T4B

371928-63

severed

24

T4B

371918-3

severed

91
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This represents approximately 66 percent of the central fuselage circuit
for the No. 4 throttle cables, but did not include the cables passing over
the pulleys at the base of fuselage station 245.

The cables were

despatched to the AAIB at Farnborough for examination. The failed
wire ends, although rusted, showed necking associated with tension
failures. No evidence of fraying or fatigue was seen.

A diagram showing the Hercules engine throttle and condition control
cable assemblies is at Appendix 13.

1.16.4 Beta Light Bulbs

The set of four light bulbs from the Beta lights were examined.
Continuity checks showed that bulbs numbers 1, 2 and 3 were open
circuit. The filament in each case had fractured adjacent to one of the
support posts with no signs of filament stretch. The continuity of bulb
number 4 was confirmed with the filament showing some signs of
looping (Appendix 14).

However, examination of the Beta light

microswitch in the No. 4 propeller control assembly showed that, at
impact, the microswitch had not made contact and in this condition
power would not have been applied to the No. 4 Beta light. It is not
possible to determine whether the No. 4 Beta light came on when the
propeller went into the Beta range shortly after the aircraft became
airborne.

1.17

Additional information

1.17.1 No* 4 Engine maintenance history

Engine serial No. CAE 550510 had been fitted to the No, 4 position in
PK-PLV on 9 July 90 at 6,493.21 hours time since new (TSN), having
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been overhauled by Standard Aero Ltd. At the time of the accident the
engine had completed a total of 3,217.07 hours since overhaul and
9,710.28 hours TSN. The engine log book recorded two items of work:

29 Sep 90

Starter Air Turbine replaced.

18 Feb 93

Six fuel nozzles replaced.

The following pilot reported defects were recorded in the aircraft
technical log sheets between 1 March 93 and the date of the accident:

Date

Worksheet

Defect

Action
5 fuel nozzles replaced

21 Sep 94 013494

due to interval check.
29 Jan 94

010465

Eng bleed air sw "ON" = "OFF"

Replaced bleed reg valve.

5 Jan 94

010458

Eng bleed air off but same

See delay discrepancy.

with on position
2 Jan 94

010456

26 Dec 93 010452

Eng bleed air sw pos OFF=ON

Rectified plug.

Climb setting torque and

Calibrated TD amplifier.

F/F (fuel flow) same as others,
TIT 30°C underread,
suspect thermocouples.

1.17.2 No. 4 Propeller maintenance history

Propeller serial No. 236010 was fitted to No. 4 engine on PK-PLV on
6 September 94 at 15,203.52 aircraft hours; it had previously been
removed from another Lockheed Hercules aircraft, PK-PLU, on
1 January 94 at a TSN of 10,403.52 hrs and time since overhaul (TSO)
of 4,895.52 hours. The log book contained no reference to the reason
for removal, nor any actions which might have taken place between
1 January 94 and 6 September 94. The operator reported that the
propeller had been removed for a faulty Beta Feed-back shaft which had
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been found during maintenance. Although there was no record of any
repairs to the faulty shaft, there was no record of any reported defects
on this propeller whilst it was fitted to PK-PLV.

1.17.3 Deferred defects

There were no outstanding delay discrepancies or carried forward
defects.

1.17.4 Operational Instructions and Documents

The crew were required to operate the aircraft in accordance with the
PAS Basic Operations Manual (OM). The manual refers to other
documents, including the Airplane Operating Manual (AOM), Airplane
Flight Manual (AFM - dated 10 January 1990 up to revision 20), and
Flight Crew Check Lists relating to the operations of company aircraft.
Crews were also issued with a manual entitled "Hercules Flight
Manoeuvres" which was produced by the training department of PAS.

1.17.4.1

PAS Basic Operations Manual

Relevant extracts from the PAS OM are reproduced
below:

a. The flight engineer shall be proficient in handling of
«
the aircraft's engines, systems and equipment under all
conditions.
b. The flight engineer will monitor during all phases of
flight the operation of the engines, systems and
equipment.
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c. The flight engineer will in case of deviation from
normal operation analyse the problem and give the
captain the required information.

d. For the other cockpit members the use of the shoulder
harness is strongly recommended during normal
take-off and landing, but is compulsory during
emergency landing. There are 2 exceptions to seat belt
rules i.e. flight engineers who have to be able to
participate directly in the execution of the flight and
persons not participating directly in the execution of
the flight but whose presence in the cockpit is required
in view of their task in aviation.

e. Cabin crew shall be strapped to their seat during
take-off and landing.

f. All passengers shall have their seat belts fastened
during taxi, take-off and landing.

g. During take-off, in the case of a malfunction, the
captain will decide upon the action to be taken and give
the appropriate command when required.

h. The flight engineer is not allowed to stop an engine
during take-off without the express command to that
effect, unless for certain conditions as indicated in the
relevant AOM.

1.17.4.2

Airplane Operating Manual (AOM)

Relevant extracts from the AOM are reproduced below:
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a. The flight engineer continuously monitors turbine inlet
temperature indicators, tachometers and torque-meters,
and reports unusual conditions to the pilot.

b. During the take-off run the flight engineer will monitor
all systems and report any malfunctions to the pilot.

c. All crew seats are provided with a conventional seat
safety belt and shoulder harness.

Clevis-type

attachment assemblies installed on the back rest of the
crew bunk permit the installation of three extra seat
safety belts at this station.

1.17.4.3

Airplane Flight Manual (AFM)

Relevant extracts from the AFM are reproduced below:

a. If an engine should fail above V, speed, the take-off should
be continued. The pilot should maintain directional control,
and shut down the engine in accordance with Engine
Shutdown Procedures in section 3.

b. For propeller malfunctions after V,, continue the take-off
and maintain directional control with flight controls and
engine power as necessary. Below 135 KCAS it may be
necessary to reduce power on the opposite engine to help
maintain directional control. Continue to operate engine
unless fire is indicated.

c. Propeller malfunctions during take-off may be difficult to
analyse at this most critical phase. If the engine is shut
down immediately and the propeller fails to feather, it is
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possible that higher than normal minimum control speed may
result. When fire is not indicated, it is recommended that
the engine be allowed to run until at least 135 KCAS is
reached.

d. Performance definitions are included as follows:

(i)

V! is the speed at which, after an engine failure having
been promptly recognised, the continued Take-off
Distance Required will not exceed the Take-off
Distance Available, the Continued Take-off Run
Required will not exceed the Take-off Run Available,
and the Accelerate-Stop Distance will not exceed the
Emergency Distance Available.

(ii) V2 is the minimum take-off safety speed. It shall not
be less than 1.15 times the zero thrust stalling speed
with wing flaps in the take-off position, or less than
1.10 times the minimum control speed in the air.

(iii) VMCA (see Note) is the minimum inflight speed at which
an engine can be lost and directional control
maintained using full rudder deflection and not more
than 5° of bank.

Note: Throughout the different manuals, the terminology for
minimum

inflight

control

speed

varies;

for

standardisation purposes in this report, the term VMCA
will be used.
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1.17.4.4

PAS Hercules Flight Manoeuvres

Relevant extracts from

the PAS Hercules

Flight

Manoeuvres are reproduced below:

a. Execution of EMERGENCY checklist stating memory
or immediate action required for a certain emergency
or abnormal procedure, should be done by the PNF
(pilot not flying). Monitor/confirmation is done by
F/E (flight engineer) under standard command of the
captain, i.e.. "Identify, Take Fire Action" or "Engine
No. 4 Fire, Take Action".

Do not read the

EMERGENCY checklist during the critical phase of
take-off.

b. During a take-off by the captain, the co-pilot should
not touch the rudder pedals.

c. During take-off each pilot should monitor his
instrument panel, and the flight engineer will monitor
all system and central instrument panel.

d. If, after an emergency arises, it is decided to continue
the take-off, the PF (pilot flying) shall pay full
attention to fly the aircraft. The PNF shall, subject to
captain decision initiate the required emergency
procedure.

e. For an engine failure after V, but before V2; "Positive
rate of climb, retract the landing gear and then feather
the propeller".
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